
From the 28th to the 30th of March 2023, educators joining from all over Europe had the chance to experience
firsthand the outputs of the project and test its functionality and operativity through the LTTA (Learning
Training and Teaching Activity), organized by the partnership of e-VET4AI. The 25 participants challenged their
views and knowledge by attending fascinating meetings and seminars about A.I. implementation and state of
the art, with particular attention to education. 

The activities were hosted by the coordinator of the project ITKAM. The group visited FraportAG, Germany’s
most important Aviation HUB and VET body and also the Learning factory of the Centre for Industrial
Productivity (CIP), an innovative training centre of Darmstadt University where tools and methods for designing
production processes are taught. Last, during the third and final day of the LTTA, the group tested the contents,
the E-VET4AI online Platform and App and the e-VET SAT, giving valuable feedback.
Right after that, on March 31st the partnership met in Frankfurt to discuss the following steps. 
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The Self-awareness tool (SAT):
With the Self-awareness tool you will be able to test your knowledge on these 5 topics and access a series
examples of applications of these technologies

The Trainer´s platform and app:
Once you are well warmed up after taking the SAT you can choose which topics you want to deepen through
the project`s Trainer’s platform, which is also accessible through an App. Each topic has a dedicated course.
After going through the contents, you will be able to take a test and obtain a certificate of attendance.
Here you can find more info on the tools.

- From September 2023 the SAT and Trainer’s platform and App will be available in Italian, French, Spanish,
German and Greek
- Institutions and teachers interested in the project will be able to participate to national workshops in Italy,
Germany and Spain
- e-VET4AI is still developing a training model with challenges and exercise to apply the teacher’s newly
acquired skills in class.

Coming Soon:

Save the date!
Our e-VET4AI final conference will take place in Milan on 

November 23rd 2023!

Our Self-Awareness Tool and Trainers Platform
are finally available online!

Do AR, AI and IoT sound like complicated word riddles to you? If you want to learn something more about
the technologies used in the industry, our Self-Awareness Tool (SAT) and Trainer’s platform are there for
you!
You can test yourself on these 5 topics: 
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